I	28	Mining
I	by the Romans at Lanchester, in Durham, where two
I*	narrow tunnels were made on the side of a hill, with
iff	wide mouths facing to the west, the quarter from which
the wind blows most frequently in this valley, tapering
5;	to a narrow bore at the hearth.1   Even under the most
\	favourable   conditions   such   a  furnace   would .reduce
!	a very small percentage of the ore to metal,2 and the
I	use of an auxiliary blast, produced by bellows, must
4	have been resorted to at a quite early date.   Prior to the
*	fifteenth century such bellows were almost invariably
worked by hand, or rather by foot, for the blowers stood
y	upon the bellows, holding on to a bar;  but during the
I	fifteenth century water power was introduced in many
I	parts of the country, and the bellows were driven by
,;	water-wheels.   Such was apparently the case in Weardale
in 1408,3 probably in the Forest of Dean about the same
".	date, and clearly in Derbyshire by the end of the century.4
In several early charters granting mineral rights to
i	Furness Abbey,  mention is made of the privilege of
V'	using water from the grantor's streams ;   but where
particulars are given, as in the case of the charter of
Hugh de Moresby made in 1270, the water is always
stated to be for the washing of the ore, and not for power.5
The ore, or ' mine ', to use the more common mediaeval
term, was sometimes dug on the * open-cast' system,
>	but more usually by a series of bell or beehive pits.6   It
-	1 Journ. of Brit. Arch. Ass., xxix. 124.
2	Even after the introduction of the footblast the ' cinders ' or
slag contained about half the original iron, according to Dud Dudley
(Metallum Martis),  and were worth resmelting in the improved
furnaces of later times.
3	Eng. Hist. Rev., xiv. 513.	* V. C. H. Derby, ii. 358.
;	5 Furness Coucher (Chetham Soc.), pt. Ill, Introd,, and pp. 261-6.
* See above, p. 7.

